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Substantial NATO-Georgia Package Conference 2018 

‘SNGP – A Repeatable Model for NATO Defence and Related Security Capacity 
Building (DCB) Initiative Efforts’

The Ministry of Defence of Georgia, together with NATO and the Bulgarian Embassy in Georgia / NATO Con-
tact Point Embassy 2017-2018, hold the SNGP Conference 2018, 4 to 6 June in Tbilisi, Georgia.
Nearly 180 Georgian and international representatives and experts from NATO, NATO Allies, Partners par-
ticipated in a three-day Conference to discuss the progress of SNGP implementation. The main aim of the 
conference was to analyse Lessons Identified gained during the development of initiatives under SNGP and 
to examine whether the SNGP could serve as a model for future NATO DCB efforts. 

Setting the Scene

The Minister of Defence of Georgia, Mr. Levan Izoria, Vice Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
Georgia, Mr. Mikheil Janelidze, NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Transformation, General Denis Mercier 
(FRA Air Force), and the Ambassador of the Republic of Bulgaria to Georgia, Mrs. Dessislava Ivanova, opened 
the conference at the Radisson Public Event Hall in Tbilisi with keynote addresses.
Vice Prime Minister Janelidze mentioned in his opening remarks that “…high level engagements are the 
scene setter - the hard work has to be done on a day by day basis.” This was the guideline for the substantial 
and effective work during the three conference days. 
All keynote addresses underscored the necessity that every NATO DCB effort should follow a holistic, in-
ter-agency and, where applicable, whole-of-government approach and not only concentrate on “tailored, 
(only) military-oriented roadmaps”. For Georgia, with the clearly-expressed aim to become NATO member, a 
holistic, integrated approach, which involves other national agencies and organisations besides the MoD and 
the Georgian Armed Forces (GAF), this is the logical and suitable way to go - and this approach is showing its 
positive effects already.



High level panel discussions 

The first panel, moderated by Ambassador Ivanova, Minister Izoria, General Mercier, and the Head of NATO 
Liaison Office (NLO) in Georgia, Ms. Rosaria Puglisi, discussed the “Impact of SNGP on Georgia´s Defence 
Capacity and Institutional Building”.
All panellists emphasised that political and military efforts while implementing NATO DCB efforts have to be 
streamlined and, from time to time, adjusted to the reality on the ground. 

Summary 

SNGP has both military and political impact on Georgia’s defence capacity and working closely together with the 
host nation delivers the best possible outcomes.
The SNGP can be used as a model for future NATO DCB efforts, but every future endeavour should:
• be tailored to the defined needs of the recipient country,
• perform an initial analysis of available resources, structures and plans, 
• work from a holistic and integrated approach,
• build a “one team approach”, and
• be closely coordinated with other bilateral and multilateral efforts. 

Ms. Tinatin Aghniashvili, moderated the second 
panel “The story of SNGP: three years of successes 
and challenges”. National and international military 
experts, discussed experiences gained during the SNGP 
implementation process and portrayed the daily work 
within SNGP Initiatives and the coordination efforts. 
In particular, the growing impact of the Defence 
Institution Building School (DIB School) and the NATO-
Georgia Joint Training and Evaluation Centre (JTEC), the 
two “flagship initiatives” within SNGP, was portrayed. 
A “one team approach”, which can only be achieved

NATO HQ, presented their insights and thoughts. 

The panel clearly recommended to establish a com-
prehensive approach and stressed one more time the 
importance of a flexible approach to NATO DCB efforts. 
DCB needs to be tailored to the country and this should 
be the determining factor to structure and organise NA-
TO’s support. 

through trust and gained respect from both sides, overcomes structural and resource-related challenges easier, 
assures a better understanding of the “possible” and the “desirable”. This allows the team to commonly develop 
“Georgia tailored” advice to the needs on the ground. The personal professionalism and engagement on a day-
to-day basis - experts on the ground - is one of the key elements for success. 
The third panel discussion on “SNGP – a blueprint for NATO Defence Capacity Building Initiative efforts” was 
moderated Mr. Gustav Vroemen. The First Deputy Minister of Defence of Georgia, Ms. Lela Chikovani, Brigadier 
General Marian Jeleniewski and Mr. Halidun Bora Onen
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Hard work in five syndicates  

Two days of detailed work in 5 syndicates with open, controversial and frank discussions to develop tangible 
results discussed 

     how to increase cross-organisational coordination,
     challenges and possible ways for the development of Georgia’s Total Defence Concept,
     available resources and how to develop synergies between them,
     the effectiveness and synchronisation of multi-layered international, 
     SNGP organisations, structures, and best practices to develop a generic model for future NATO DCB efforts.

Findings and Recommendations

1.   An Interagency Commission could generate a systematic approach to cross-governmental decision making. 
2.   The implementation of a Total Defence Concept in Georgia should clearly follow a functional approach and        
       must be supported across all governmental structures.
3.    A cross-governmental project management system could provide analysis and align overall resource planning. 
4.   Assistance requirements have to be prioritized and coordinated at the national, strategic level. 
5.   The implementation of any NATO DCB program should follow a generic five step approach.

Summary and Conclusion

The aim of the SNGP Conference 2018 was to answer the question if SNGP could be a possible role model for 
future NATO Defence Capacity Building Initiative (NATO DCB) efforts.
The simple answer is YES. However – it is not a matter of simple copy-paste.  
The Lessons Identified and drawn conclusions have been used to develop a “generic roadmap” an individually-
tailored framework for future DCB recipient Nations needs and desires. 

We would like to thank all participants of the SNGP Conference 2018 for their open, active and productive 
contribution. The conference success is your success!
Your professionalism, engagement, support, dedication and your willingness to take ownership of the conference 
and sharing your experience with a wider audience, made this conference a remarkable event!  
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The Generic Roadmap 

Phase one – Conceptual Framework
      Mapping the DCB recipient country’s profile and requirement in close coordination.
      NATO HQ and recipient country to define the structure of the planned DCB initiative
                    POCs coordinating and implementing authority, 
                    Composition and legal status of NATO Team,
                    Coordination and cooperation mechanism,
                    National POCs on the expert level,
                    Estimated resources needed (human, financial, infrastructure),
                    Possible effects on / synergies with other existing support mechanisms,
                    Mandate of international and national expert cooperation.
          NATO HQ and recipient country commonly developing objectives and desired end states, an Implementation     
      Plan and mechanism for possible needed adaptation during the implementation process.

Phase two – Implementation Preparation
      NATO HQ and recipient country to define 
                    Supporting Allies and Partners,
        Tasks for NATO structures,
        Key Personnel,
        Locations and work space for NATO personnel,
        Available administrative support,
        Access for NATO personnel to national installations, infrastructure and classified documents.
      NATO HQ and recipient country to agree on
 A combined preparation period outside the recipient country for future international and national  
             experts responsible for DCB implementation.
        Building trust and establishing “a one team approach”,
        Familiarization with cultural and regional specifics,
        Familiarization with initial implementation plan in content related working groups,
        Development of common understanding and working mechanism.

Phase three – Implementation 
      International and National team 
        Raise awareness of tasks inside national structures and wider civil society, 
        Establish working routine
        Available and needed future resources (financial, human, structural),
        Regular Implementation Plan reviews,
        Develop communication and reporting strategy,
        Establish international and national feedback mechanism,
        Define measures of implementation effectiveness.

Phase four – Completion of DCB efforts
      NATO HQ and recipient country to develop and agree on
        Mechanisms to declare success,
        Mechanisms to close DCB efforts,
        Mechanisms to ensure sustainment of achieved outcomes,
        Possible future NATO “foot print” in the recipient country.
        Develop a combined exit strategy.
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